DNA concentration modulation on supported lipid bilayers switched by surface acoustic waves.
Spatially addressable arrays of molecules embedded in or anchored to supported lipid bilayers are important for on-chip screening and binding assays; however, methods to sort or accumulate components in a fluid membrane on demand are still limited. Here we apply in-plane surface acoustic shear waves (SAWs) to laterally accumulate double-stranded DNA segments electrostatically bound to a cationic supported lipid bilayer. The fluorescently labeled DNA segments are found to segregate into stripe patterns with a spatial frequency corresponding to the periodicity of the standing SAW wave (~10 μm). The DNA molecules are accumulated 10-fold in the regions of SAW antinodes. The superposition of two orthogonal sets of SAW sources creates checkerboard like arrays of DNA demonstrating the potential to generate arrayed fields dynamically. The pattern relaxation time of 0.58 s, which is independent of the segment length, indicates a sorting and relaxation mechanism dominated by lipid diffusion rather than DNA self-diffusion.